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What this presentation will cover

- What was this research about & why did we do it?
- What did we find out?
- What does this mean?
- Introducing the Framework for Pacific Regionalism?
What is pooling of services?

“The reality is that, with the greatest goodwill in the world, many of these countries are too small to be viable in the normal understanding of that expression and we really have to develop an approach that I could loosely call... pooled regional governance... it applies with airlines, it applies with policing, it applies with a whole lot of other things. But it's just not possible if you've got an island state of fewer than 100,000 people to expect to have all of the sophisticated arms of government”

John Howard, July 2003
Research gap re pooling of services

2004: Auckland Declaration: “the serious challenges facing countries of the region warranted serious and careful examination of the pooling of scarce resources to strengthen national capabilities”

2005: Toward a New Pacific Regionalism – a study undertaken by ADB & Commonwealth Secretariat to inform development of the Pacific Plan

2013: Review of the Pacific Plan:

“...a need to analyse the critical success factors and likely impediments to improved implementation and sustained service delivery. In short, there is a need to work out why some initiatives have been successful and why others have failed, and to use these lessons to improve implementation” (Review Report, p 113)
What did we do?

+ We fretted a lot about what was and what wasn’t pooled service delivery

+ We settled on 20 initiatives that qualified

+ We examined available information (e.g. annual reports, review documents) & we interviewed key players in the design, implementation & evaluation of these activities

+ We assessed the extent to which each one had succeeded or not
Assessment criteria

- Was the pooling initiative ever implemented?
- Has the pooling initiative been sustained over a period of time or did it cease?
- Has it remedied a deficit in service provision at the national or sub-national level?
- Has it delivered a service/good other than capacity building?
The results are in…

- Of the 20 initiatives we examined:
  - 11 had achieved ‘some success’
  - 7 were ‘primarily failures’
  - 2 could not be assessed
What makes pooling in the Pacific challenging?

- Smallness
- Voluntary nature of ‘club’ membership
- Political economy factors
- Legitimacy of regional organisations
Success factors

- Fill a clear gap in service delivery
- Avoid areas where national government or the private sector is already operating effectively
- Avoid/resolve conflicts of interest
- Employ good management & consultation
- Access technical knowledge & support and adapt to use new technology where appropriate
Our conclusions

+ Mixed results
+ Voluntary regionalism among small states is difficult
+ Political economy factors work against rather than for regional service delivery
+ A patchwork has emerged
+ Reform may be of benefit
+ Future expansion is likely to be slow
New processes are key to the new Framework

Leaders have called for a review of how regional meetings could be rationalised and better sequenced.

CROP governing councils continue to oversee regional work programmes within their agencies’ mandated areas.

Some issues go to Ministers to oversee.

Political issues/joint diplomatic positions a separate part of Leaders’ agenda.

Many CROP activities monitored by Ministers.

Regional actors have ongoing role in implementing and reporting.

Some work leads to fully developed proposals for regional collective action that needs Leaders’ oversight.

Stakeholder groups and consortia.
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## Clear criteria for regional collective action

### Framework for Pacific Regionalism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leaders’ vision</th>
<th>Regional values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic directions / objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paths to deeper integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process for prioritising integration-focused regional initiatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process for monitoring and evaluation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Annex: Tests for Regional Action

1. **Market Test**
   - should not involve a service that markets can provide well

2. **Sovereignty Test**
   - should maintain the degree of effective sovereignty held by national governments (countries, not regional bodies, should decide priorities)

3. **Regionalism Test**
   - should establish common norm/position or deliver public good at a sub-regional or regional level, in support of national priorities and objectives

4. **Benefit Test**
   - should bring substantial net benefits, and the distribution of benefits across countries and across stakeholders within the region should also be considered, including for SIS

5. **Political Oversight Test**
   - should require the Leaders’ attention and input (as opposed to being within mandate of Ministers /other governing bodies)

6. **Risk & Sustainability Test**
   - should include robust risk and sustainability evaluation, be based on a sound implementation plan, be supported by some identified funding, and demonstrate available capacity and experience for successful implementation

7. **Duplication Test**
   - should not be currently under progress by another organisation or process; should be no duplication of effort

*PIFS will check new proposals against tests*